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Last year 22,000 people
bought Apple shirts from The
Apple Collection- people
who like the way we make
Apple® computers.
At The Apple Collection we
find manufacturers who
make their products the way
we make our computers.
We put our logo on these
products because we appreciate their quality, and
think you will, too. They come
from such outstanding companies as Tiffany, Braun,
Bre.e , ixi:z, Lamy, Mistral,
Honda, and others you might
not be familiar with yet.
They're the kinds of products
we'd make ourselves. So
each comes with our guarantee: if you're not totally satisfied with any item, you can return it within 30 days for a full
refund.
If you're one of those people
who like our computers, we
think you'll li.ke the products
in our collection.

- The people at
The Apple Collection.
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A. Handcrafted of the finest
brown Colombian leather,
the MacBag's padded interior protects your Macintosh™computer, keyboard,
mouse, and external drive. Its
outside pocket gives you
easy access to disks and
manuals. There's also an adjustable shoulder strap, and
inside partitions that are easily removed so the bag folds
flat. Leather MacBag
#7614, $189. Leather
Macintosh Plus Bag #7615,
$199.
B. Built of sturdy water-resistant Cordura, this black bag
has soft padding and room
for your Macintosh, mouse,
external drive, and either a
Macintosh or Macintosh Plus
keyboard. With leather
shoulder pad and handle.
Nylon Macintosh Bag
#7616, $89.
C. This black case of padded
Cordura allows your Macintosh to bring along its favorite traveling companion....:.. the
lmageWriter'" or ImageWriter II printer. With leather
shoulder pad and handle.
Nylon lmageWriter Bag
#7617, $52.
D. An elegant place to store
your 3.5" disks, and it holds
100 of them. Walnut Disk
Box #0622, $24.
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A. What's in its pockets? This
roomy black water-resistant
polypropylene attache case
with embroidered Apple
logo has pockets for all the
things you'd usually carry to
and from the office, and
then more room for all the
extras. Attache #7915, $49.
B. This acrylic disk box with
tiered, colored modules lets
you see all your disks at the
same time. For twenty-five
3.5" disks or sixty 5.25" disks.

3.5" Disk Box #0610, $18.
5.25" Disk Box #0620, $19.

C. These nylon disk wallets
accommodate either six 3.5"
or four 5.25" disks. Black or
red with Velcro closure. 3.5"
Disk Wallet #0625, $14.
5.25" Disk Wallet #0630,
$14.
D. The perfect place to turn
your mouse loose. In blue,
black, red, or gray. Mouse

Pad #0520, $9.95.
E. Looks like a Macintosh.
Acts like a notepad. Mac

Notepad #0165, $9.

F. This fuzzy gray creature is
the only way to make your
Macintosh even more user
friendly. He's a mousterpiece.

Mouse Cover #0525,
$5.95.
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G. What if you were to design a table around the two
most important things at the
table -your Macintosh and
you? Two famous Danish designers did exactly that. So
form follows function in this
30" x 60" white MacTable.
Height and tilt are fully adjustable to accommodate all
your Macintosh peripherals.
Trimmed in solid beechwood.

MacTable #0920, $399.
H. The Apple director's chair
with natural wood frame
and Apple design will complement any decor. Director's Chair #0905, $39.
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A. Apple cotton-blend sweatshirt with embroidered sixcolor Apple logo. In red or
royal blue. Available in kids'
sizes, too. Adult Apple
Sweatshirt (S-XL) #3200,
$15. Kids' Apple Sweatshirt
(4T, S-L) #3300, $14.
B. Cotton T-shirts with Macintosh logo. Macintosh Adult
T-shirt (S-XL) #5710, $7.50.
Macintosh Kids' T-shirt (4T,
S-L) #5720, $6.50.
B. Macintosh cotton sweatshirt with crew neck. Adult
Macintosh Sweatshirt (SXL) #3700, $15. Kids'
Macintosh Sweatshirt (4T,
S-L) #3600, $14.
B. For people who run, or
just want to look like they do,
our rugged lined shorts are
absolutely perfect. Two side
pockets and a back snap
pocket. Unisex sizes (S-XL) in
navy, royal, yellow, or purple.
Apple Shorts #6550, $21.
C. Step up to the plate in
Apple's cotton twill baseball
cap with adjustable band
and embroidered Apple
logo. Twill Baseball Cap
(navy or red) #7110, $8.50
D. Tennis anyone? The Apple
sun visor is made of cotton
twill, with adjustable band,
terry lining, and embroidered logo. Sun Visor (navy,
white, or red) #7410, $7.50.
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E. Delirium for mouse and
computer lovers. Now you
can even eat them. Because
now you can get them in
100% milk chocolate.

Chocolate Mouse (same
size as real Macintosh
mouse) #0254, $5.95.
Chocolate Macintosh
#0252, $1.95. Chocolate
Apple lie #0253, $1.95.
Available October through
May-they melt during the
summer months.

F. The Apple key ring garnished with the Apple logo,is
made of sculpted enamel.

Apple Key Ring #0238, $4.
G. Our enameled memo box
holds a pad designed exclusively for the Apple Collection. Mesh Memo Box and

Pad #0435, $5.95. Apple
Pad Refills #0440, $2.50.
H. The Apple sculpted
enamel tie tack comes complete with chain. Tie Tack

#0240, $3.50.
H. Apple lie and Apple logo
lapel pins show off in colorful sculpted enamel. Apple

I le Pin #0172, $2.50. Apple
Lapel Pin #0241, $2.50.
H. Enameled lapel pin with
Macintosh name and logo.

Macintosh Pin #0170,
$2.50. Macintosh Plus Pin
#0171, $2.50.

I. Brass key ring features
Macintosh design. Macin-

tosh Key Ring #0168, $7.

J. "Changing the world, one
person at a time:' Show them
who's in front. Vinyl Bumper

Sticker #0826, $1.
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A For beginners and seasoned sailors alike, the F2
America 360 Sailboard offers superior equipment for
the most exhilarating of
sports. Constructed of ultralight EPS wrapped with
impact-resistant ASA, this
board combines speed with
high-wind maneuverability.
Adjustable footstraps and
daggerboard provide comfort and control. This 11 '10"
board is best for sailors over
145 pounds. Included are
two polyester-reinforced
ripstop Mylar sails- a 6square-meter powerhead
and a 5-square-meter sail
with gigantic Apple logo.

Sailboard #0205, $1100
(freight collect).
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B. Our luxurious extra-thick,
extra-large 36" x 70" velour/looped terry towel is by
Fieldcrest. Apple Towel
#0772, $23.

C. "It never rains in California:' Baloney. It rains
everywhere. When it does,
have our sturdy cotton poplin umbrella at the ready.
There's even room under it
for a friend. Wood shaft and
handle. Umbrella. #0289,

$28.
D. Macintosh goes to the
beach. Extra-thick, extrala rge 36" x 70" velour/
looped terry towel is also by
Fieldcrest. Macintosh Towel
#0771, $23.
E. Our ceramic coffee mug
is at home next to an Apple
computer- that's where its
design was born. Apple
Mug #0276, $5.50.
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A~ You

know how they used
to make things in the olden
days? Well, in Germany a
company named Bree still
does. Our Bree brief is handcrafted from the sturdiest
natural leather that darkens
with age. It has two outer
pockets, brass fittings, a handle, and a shoulder strap.
Leather Brief #8525, $125.

B. Another small masterwork
from the hands of the German craftsmen at Bree-the
leather daypack. All natural
vegetable-tanned leather
with brass fittings make this a
personal treasure you're
likely to have for the rest of
your life. Leather Daypack
#8526, $154.
C. The Bree all-leather
satchel is exactly what you
need for a hard day's shopping. Its main pocket has
brass zipper closure to hold
almost everything; a side
pocket holds the rest. Shoulder straps are stitched and
brass-riveted for extra
. strength. Leather Satchel
#8527, $149.
The Segrets Collection. All
natural fibers and hand silkscreening are trademarks of
these unique designs. Each
piece in the collection features painstaking attention to
fine detail. Segrets sweatshirts
and flannel shirts all work together as perfect color coordinates.
D. The softest 100% cotton
flannel you ever felt, and
they perfectly match our
Segrets sweatshirts. They're
cut a little big and feel sooo
good. Each is silk-screened
by hand, so each is unique.
Special unisex sizes (S/M,
MIL, UXL) in teal print or purple print. Please specify size
and color. Segrets Flannel
Shirt #4710, $42.
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A Take a dive. The Apple
watch is water-resistant to
100 feet. Comes with quartz
movement and a 90-day
warranty. Apple Watch
#0287, $35.
B. Amazing how often you'll
use the 12 features of this Victorinox knife. Open wine. Pull
splinters. Turn screws. Open
cans. Strip wires. Pick teeth.
Even use it as a knife. Swiss
Army Knife #0288, $34.
C. Very hot lunch. High-tech
lunch box of high-impactvirtually indestructible - plastic. Yellow with black shoulder strap. Lunch Box #0185,
$9.50.

D. Sink your hands into the
double-entry pockets of this
oversized, fashionable-yetfunctional jacket. Hot stuff for
women or men, from Mistral.
100% cotton unisex sizes
{S-XL) in white or yellow.
Mistral Jacket #6920,
$78.
E. Clean design distinguishes
the Braun wall clock. Made
in Germany, the black clock
boasts a quartz movement.
Braun Wall Clock #0420,
$42.

F. This compact kit can turn
your airline seat or hotel
room into an office. It contains a scaled-down stapler,
scissors, tape dispenser, tape
measure, razor cutter, ruler,
glue stick, and holder for
paper clips and rubber
bands. Travel Kit #0175,
$12.
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G. This daypack is made by
C~ribou from tough 420denier nylon packcloth. It
measures 15" x 8 11 x 5" and
has two front zipper pockets
and adjustable shoulder
straps. Choose plum, teal, or
royal blue. Nylon Daypack
#9400, $26.
H. This plastic loose-leaf
notebook by Codie has a
locking compartment inside
the front cover to hold notes,
letters, and all the things you
want to have handy. With
pencil compartment, four divider tabs, and 30 sheets of
letter-quality writing paper.
Loose-leaf Notebook
#0505, $12.50. 70-page
Loose-leaf Notebook Refills #0506, $2. 95.

H. This may be the world's
best-designed notebook. The
cover serves two purposes:
an envelope in back stores
things like floppy disks, and
a wraparound flap completely seals in the notebook.
In three sizes, by Codie.
Please specify size. SW' x 11"
-Writing Folder #0507, $10.
7" x 10" Writing Folder
#0508, $7.50. 3W' x 6" Writing Folder #0509, $3.50.
I. This bag is as great for carrying your sweats to the gym
as it is for holding them in an
overhead compartment on
a flight to Aspen - or Cancun. In black, navy, or tecil,
with padded shoulder strap.
Nylon Duffie #9430, $32.

J. Nylon sport wallet with
Velcro closure is available in
black, red, or teal. Sport
Wallet #0295, $9.50.
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Let's go to the beach! Your

movable feast will fit easily
into this 20-liter Corning thermal cooler, crafted in Italy of
high-impact plastic. Please
choose from red, yellow, or
aqua. Cooler #0070, $32.
B. This 1-liter Corning thermal bottle features a high-impact polypropylene exterior
over a virtually unbreakable
plastic interior. Lid doubles as
a cup. Made in Italy. Choose
from red, yellow, or aqua.

Thermal Bottle #0080, $12.

C. Our unbreakable Corning
canteen with screw-top lid
and woven shoulder strap
features the same rugged
construction as the Corning
thermal bottle. Canteen

#0090,$8.
D. Our hand-blown crystal
beer mug has an Apple logo
etched in its base. Imported
from Germany. Crystal Mug

#0270, $10.50.

E. When you tell this alarm
clock to shut up- it does. The
Braun quartz timepiece has
a voice-activated snooze
alarm and increasing alarm
volume. Complete with
world-time-zone chart and
a safety cover. Braun Travel
Clock #0426, $40 .

•
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F. ~eep tabs on everything
with this black ribbed
portfolio by the Japanese
design group ixi:z. Made of
ribbed vinyl, it feat res inner
pockets, Velcro closure, grid
paper, and colored dividers.
ixi:z Portfolio #0325, $15.
ixi:z Divider Refill #0326,
$1. Grid Paper Refill
#0328, $1.50.
G. For skiing, biking, or hiking, our 420-denier nylon
packcloth belt pack by
Caribou is perfect for carrying the things you don't want
to leave behind. This 5" x 11 "
x 2.5" pack comes in three
colors: red, royal blue, and
teal. Belt Pack #9420, $13.
H. Apple's sturdy canvas
satchel is an expandable carryall with shoulder strap,
leather handle, and natural
leather trim. It comes in blue
or natural. Canvas Satchel
#7950, $29.

I. You'll never lose your
glasses again - but if you do,
the Apple eyeglass leash will
make it a lot easier to find
them. Choose from multicolored design or solids in
white, black, purple, or red.
Eyeglass Leash #0140, $5.
J. From our rigorous testing
grounds on the slopes of
California and the beaches
of Mexico come the best
sunglasses we could find.
Rose lenses absorb 95 % of
infrared and ultraviolet radiation. Made in France by
Suncloud. Comes with an
Apple eyeglass leash. Two
styles. Black Sunglasses
#0153, $80. White Sunglasses #0154, $80.
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It's not a car. It's not a motorcycle. It's a totally new form
of personal transportation.
Honda's Helix scooter has
push-button starting and automatic transmission, which
makes this 244cc scooter the
easiest way to take to the
streets. With all-digital instruments, hydraulic front disk
brake, and liquid~cooled engine. The windscreen, seats,
and optional AM/FM radio
· .make things very comfortable for you and your passenger. It even comes with a
12-month unlimited-mileage
warranty from Honda. And
from Apple, an Apple license
plate frame. Call in your
order, and we'll arrange for
you to pick up your Helix at
the Honda scooter dealer as
close as possible to your
home. Weight capacity: 350
pounds. Metallic red with
black seats. Please always
wear a helmet and eye protection. Helix Scooter

#0211, $2,598. (Tax and
license fees not included.
Specifications and availability subject to change without
notice.)

A This thing is big. Our white
oversized sweatshirt looks
great over jeans. One size
fits all. Oversized Sweatshirt #4511, $17.

A,D. After a rough day
windsurfing, the Apple
sweatshirt is just the thing.
And a perfect companion to
our sweatpants. Unisex sizes
(S-XL) in jade and black. Letter Sweatshirt #3950, $15.

The Segrets Collection. All
natural fibers and hand silkscreening are trademarks of
these unique designs. Each
piece in the collection features painstaking attention to
fine detail. Segrets sweatshirts
and flannel shirts all work together as perfect color coordinates.
B,C. The best thing about our
100% heavyweight-cotton
oversized sweatshirt isn't that
you can get it in teal,
blueberry, and wine. It's that
you can keep your treasures
in the side pockets. Apple
logo on side pocket. Preshrunk in special unisex sizes
(S/M, MIL, L/XL). Segrets
Cotton Sweatshirt #4610,
$36.
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D. Apple cotton sweatpants
work out well with our letter
sweatshirts. Unisex sizes (SXL) in black, white, and jade.

Sweatpants #4210, $15.
E. Only the heaviest woven
cotton goes into our hooded
rugby shirt. Put it on and get
rambunctious. With raglan
long sleeves and snap front
pockets, it's perfect for sailing
or fun at the beach. White or
purple, both with stripes,
from Ruggedwear. Unisex
sizes (S-XL). Rugby Sweatshirt #6820, $47.

F. Show whose team you're
on with our corduroy
baseball cap with adjustable
band and embroidered
logo. Corduroy

Baseball
Cap (black, white, or gray)
#7210, $9.50.
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A,B. Our snap shirt is made
by Patagonia. European cut,
with brass snaps instead of
buttons, it's made of soft,
100% cotton that even looks
great straight from your
dryer. With embroidered
logo on breast pocket. Her
sizes (S-XL) in white or jade.

Women's Snap Shirt
# 1650, $43. His sizes {S-XL)
in French blue or khaki.

Men's Snap Shirt # 1670,
$43.

C. Our 100% cotton web
belts by Patagonia come in
two widths. Men's are l W'
wide, women's are l "wide.
The cinch ring adjusts to your
exact size. With embroidered logo tag. Her sizes
(Medium or Large) in
grenadine, purple, jade, and
khaki. Women's Belt #7510,
$5. His sizes (Medium or
Large) in black, teal, blue,
and khaki. Men's Belt

#7520, $5.
D. North Face makes some
of the toughest products in
the world. And our lined
poly/cotton vest is one of
them. It has two double-entry
zippered pockets to hold
whatever you take out of the
wilds. Unisex (S-XL) in teal or
yellow. Vest #6950, $70.
(Available after 9/1 /86.)
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E. These heavyweight 100%
brushed cotton polo shirts
are perfect for the the courts
or the club. Unisex sizes (SXL) in yellow, teal, and royal
blue. Polo Shirt # 1550, $32.

F. Apple cotton T-shirts feature the Apple name on the
front, the Apple logo on the
back. Available in kids' sizes,
too. Adult T-shirts (S-XL)
#5960, $7.50. Kids' T-shirts
(4T, S-L) #5940, $6.50.
F. Apple cotton sweatpants
work out well with our letter
sweatshirts. Unisex sizes (SXL) in black, white, and jade.
Sweatpants #4210, $15.
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A The sleek Rona briefcase
will help you be as organized as it makes you
look. Its patented design features a lambskin exterior,
sheepskin lining, hidden combination locks, secret compartment, and a debossed
A pple logo. Hand made in
Spain. Rona Briefcase

# 0223, $449.
B. How much work do you
take home with you? It really
doesn't matter, because this
Stuart Kern briefcase's gusseted pockets allow it to expand to hold as much as you
can carry. Black calfskin with
retractable handles and removable shoulder strap.

Leather Expandable Briefcase #0657, $290.

C. Three-piece set includes
an upright holder with nickelplated steel scissors and a
magnifying glass/letter
opener of pressed zinc.

Standing Desk Set #0346,
$32.
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A These beautiful writing instruments from Heidelberg,
West Germany, are available
in Firieliner felt tip or Inkwriter ballpoint. Lamy
Fineliner Felt Tip Pen
#0335, $6. Lamy lnkwriter
Ballpoint Pen #0336, $6.
B. Keep this sleek brushedstainless-steel implement
within reach before the mail
comes. Black letter
Opener #0345, $20.
C. Three colored highlighters
come in a matte black holder
and have adjustable points
for wide or narrow strokes.
Lamy Highlighter Set
#0337, $15.

D. Just the thing to keep
those little phone message
slips in one place: Paper
Clip #0237, $3.
E. On the road again. Everything you need fits somehow
into this little 6" x 8 1/2" Boyt
leather case: paper punch,
pen, penci) and sharpener,
scissors, ruler, eraser, tape
measure, highlighter, rubber
bands, paper clips, band
aids, sewing kit, stapler and
remover, tape dispenser,
knife with can opener and
screwdriver, and fingernail
clipper. Executive Companion #0651, $25.

F. Cross classic black matte
ballpoint or Selectip, or lOk
gold pen or pencil. Cross
Black Ballpoint #0230,
$24. Cross Black Selectip
#0231, $29. Cross Gold
Pen #0228, $29. Cross
Gold Pencil #0229, $29.
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G. Elegant organization of
your very important projects
begins in this black calfskin
three-ring binder from Stuart
Kern. Inside you'll find two
large flap pockets, a business
card pocket, and a matching
pen with its very own holder.

Leather Three-Ring Binder
#0653, $160.
H. Italian designer Fausto
Cavazza brings the awardw inning Parola telephone to
the Apple Collection. Its
molded design features
black rubber keys, handset,
and even a built-in shoulder
rest. Parola Telephone
# 0429' $400.

I. The perfect place to put
your thoughts- during a
meeting, in a cab, or in
flight- is in this executive
portfolio. Made of the
softest black glove leather by
Stuart Kern, it has two inside
flap pockets, room for business cards, and a matte
black pen with holder.

Leather Portfolio #0654,
$160.

J. This finely designed Braun
calculator has an eight-digit
display and four-key memo ry storage. Battery operated, it comes with a protective travel case. Braun Cal-

culator #0427, $80.
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A Organize your life in this
luscious leather agenda. Addresses go in the middle, appointments in the front, and
you decide what to put in the
flap pockets. By Stuart Kern,
with matte black pen and debossed logo on the cover.

Leather Agenda #0656,
$140.
B. The Rona leather agenda
offers beautiful utility. With a
Daytimer bound in the finest
lambskin. Rona Agenda

#0221, $79. (1987 Daytimer
available after 9/1 /86.)

C. Finally a place worthy of
your business associates: the
Apple leather business card
file. Made of black calfskin
leather by Stuart Kern, it has
room for 196 of your
colleagues' cards and an
inside pocket for yours.

Leather Business Card File
#0655, $80.
D. The one place where you
can always find the people
you know. Organize all of
them in this butter-soft black
calfskin three-ring address
book. Inside pockets hold
business cards, notes, and
the sleek pen that is included.
Made in the U.S.A. by Stuart
Kern, with debossed logo on
cover. Leather Address

Book #0652, $80.
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The Apple Tiffany
Collection -where living
legends meet. One hundred
years ofTiffany quality and
attention to fine detail unite
with a contemporary classic:
Apple. And the combination
reflects beautifully on both in gold, silver, and crystal.
All Apple Tiffany Collection
selections are gift-wrapped
in a Tiffany box with white
satin ribbon.

A. Exquisitely designed, this
gilded brass clock with
quartz movement is at home
on any well-appointed desk.
It has an adjustable viewing
angle and shows an
engraved Apple logo on its
base. Tiffany Desk Clock

#0053, $325.
B. Both pen and pencil are
made with the finest gold
plate and ruthenium, and
each has an engraved
Apple. Tiffany Pen #0015,

$27. Tiffany Pencil #0016,
$27.

C. Crystal captain's decanter
has an Apple logo etched
into the crystal stopper.
Made in Romania. (Limited
to stock on hand.) Tiffany

Decanter #0010, $40.
D. Swivel-top alarm clock
made of black anodized
brass is at home on your
desk or in your suitcase.

Tiffany Travel Clock
#0045, $129.
E. Sterling silver bookmark
serves double duty as a
paper clip. Tiffany

Bookmark #0019, $22.
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F. This lovely Apple logo
pendant and its 18-inch
chain are wrought of 14k
gold. Custom-designed
exclusively for The Apple
Collection. Tiffany Pendant

#0051, $89.

F. Custom-designed earrings
are the perfect complement
to the Apple Tiffany pendant.
Fashioned from l 4k gold for
pierced ears. Tiffany

Earrings #0052, $55.
G. Put a piece of Tiffany in
his pocket. Our sterling silver
Tiffany money clip is
engraved with the Apple
logo. Tiffany Money Clip

#0029, $35.
H. This crystal apple has a
hand-etched Apple logo on
its side. Tiffany Crystal

Apple #0011, $40.

I. A n Apple adorns the tag of
this sterling silver screwball
key ring from Tiffany. Tiffany
Apple Key Ring #0025, $29.

J. Designed exclusively for
Tif fany by world-famous
designer Elsa Peretti, this
so lid sterling silver key ring
features an engraved Apple
logo. Tiffany Elsa Peretti

Key Ring #0026, $72.
K. Solid 14k gold lapel pin
adds a dash of elegance to
a ny lapel. Apple Gold

La pel Pin #0243, $89.

L. Ridge Zinfandel Glen Ellen
1980 and Cabernet
Sauvignon 1981 from Napa
County, California, both
come with an Apple gold
seal. Toast a very fine year in
Apple-design crystal wine
glasses. Set of Ridge

Zinfandel and Cabernet
#0280,$25.Setoftwo
Wine Glasses #0285, $12.
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A Kids' cotton Apple T-shirts
feature the Apple name on
the front and the Apple logo
on the back. Macintosh Tshirts feature the Macintosh
design on the front and the
Apple name on the back.
Kids' Apple T-shirts (4T, SL) #5940, $6.50. Kids'
Macintosh T-shirts (4T, S-L)
#5720, $6.50.
A Macintosh cotton
sweatshirt with crew neck.
Kids' Macintosh Sweatshirt
(4T, S-L) #3600, $14.

B. The truck the future comes
in. It runs just as well on big
kids' desks as on little kids'
floors. Truck #0162, $29.
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A Traditional OshKosh overalls with embroidered Apple
logo on blue denim.
OshKosh Overalls (toddler
sizes 2T, 3T, 4T) #6850,
$18.
A Kids take to the slopes in
this knit cap designed for us
by Marceau Sports USA
This 100% wool cap features
a no-itch cotton inner liner.
Knit Cap #7600, $12.
B. Put all the colorful pieces
of this hardwood puzzle together and what do you get?
Perfect for children of all
ages. Nontoxic finish. Apple
Puzzle #0251, $12.
C. Very hot lunch. High-tech
lunch box of high-impact~
virtually indestructible - plastic. Yellow with black shoulder strap. lunch Box #0185,

$9.50.
D. Apple cotton-blend sweatshirt with embroidered sixcolor Apple logo. In red or
royal blue. Kids' Apple
S'!"eatshirt (4T, S-l) #3300,
$14.
D. Macintosh cotton
sweatshirt with crew neck.
Kids' Macintosh Sweatshirt
(4T, S-L) #3600, $14.

Apple, the Apple logo, and the
Macintosh logo are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer,
Inc. ImageWriter is a trademark
of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. and is
being used with express permission of its owner. Helix is a registered trademark of Honda
Motors, Inc.
© 1986 Apple Computer, Inc.
Printed in U.S.A.
A2F0002 MCS 3816 lOOK
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